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Abstract: A Service-Based application is composed of different services available in a network, which performing the required functions of the architecture. Web services composition is emerging as a technology for the effective automation of business to business co-operation. It allows organizations to form alliances by connecting their databases, applications and systems to offer “one stops shops” for their clients. In the business world, SLA binds the legal relationships between customer and service provider. This method is independent of specific programming language or operating systems. Preventing the chances for SLA violations is an important thing in business world to keep quality of services as good. Previous research on this topic were only focused for selection of adaptation technique. That is, it designing a software system to providing services either to end-user application or other services distributed in a network via published and discoverable interface to select the best adaptation. It only gives an awareness about selection of adaptation if SLA violation happened. In my thesis work, assume that the goal of service providers is to reducing SLA violations and implements an adaptation mechanism and techniques to reducing the cost of doing so when the violation has occurred. Here, the service provider apply run-time adaptation with the composition process. And, improves the problem of predicting SLO violation by using QoS metrics of web composition. For selecting cost-effective adaptive action, here use algorithms such as branch and bound. And, also discuss that how this proposed work help service providers to reducing the cost of optimization.

Index Terms: SLA, SLO, Service Composition, adaptation

I. Introduction

The monitoring and prevention of SLA violations have very much importance in composite services. The service industries need to more focus on quality issues of business services. In the business world, the premises of QoS binds a legal relationship i.e.; Service Level Agreement between clients and service providers. SLA consist of SLOs, which need to ensure the quality of services. SLOs have fixed numerical QoS Objectives. When SLOs are violated, the consequences will make big impact on the efficiency of services.

In a business composition, preventing SLA violations is not for free. So some alternative services are used for business composition to provide faster response time. But those services are more expensive. For improving the end to end runtime of composite services and reducing the probability of SLO violation are required for the success of business composition. Violation of SLA cause strong penalties for service provider. Hence service provider take strong interest in preventing SLA violations. Therefore, there is a compromise between inherent cost required to reducing the SLA violation and preventing SLA violation. But, the researchers not covered this fact efficiently. They only focus on minimize SLA violations not care about the significant to cost need to doing so.

In this paper, give more importance for service provider to minimize total cost of violations and applied adaptation by consider as an optimization problem. And also argue that the real goals of service providers efficiently captured. Additionally, at composition time the possible algorithm to solve optimization problem are applied. Finally evaluate this project with prediction and prevention based on event framework.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, Present an illustrative example and explain motivation behind the work. Following in Section 3, present the background of the paper and in Section 4 explains the related work of the paper and in Section 5 explains the technical details and finally presenting experimental result and concluded in Section 6 & 7.

II. Motivation

In this paper, consider following example to explain my approach depicted in Fig 1. Which explains the scenario behind Sales Order Service.

The sales process consist of 2 parts: First the customer parts. The customer search for the required product and then registered user send an RFQ to the manufacture of product. The manufacturer of the product respond with an offer consist of delivery time and estimate price. Second, the customer accept this quotation from manufacturer and the take action for payment with help of bank. Since the company’s business is based on service-based purely on a service-base notion. The sales service based application applied as a service composition i.e. all activities are implemented by invocation of two or more web services. In this figure give
more importance to customer and manufacturer but the manufactures are also interacts with the banks, SLA service providers and shippers.

For the success of business, manufacture has established some SLA’s. Some typical examples of SLO’s are listed in Table 1.
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**Fig. 1. Motivating Scenario**

All the SLO’s have penalties for violating associated target values. Therefore, the company has an interest in following these SLO’s. The companies may use different runtime adaptations to the process. The SLO’s can be of qualitative or quantitative nature. In my paper, survey some adaptation actions which are listed in Table 3. The column – and + mention to SLO’s in Table 1 and suggest that various action has a negative (-) or positive (+) impact on this SLO. Note that, generally these all SLO’s are does not need for all the products. Because these may cause some additional costs for the companies and does not get any economic benefit if the product is lower cost. Since the company’s business process is implemented as a service composition, these adaptations reduce to adapting composition of services. This can be achieved by invoking different service or by changing the structure of composition itself. Mostly, the previous papers about this topic not discuss how adaptation actions select effectively, they mention only about how adaptations can be technically applied [8, 9]. Selecting the most beneficial set of adaptations to prevent predicted violation leads an optimization problem. Discussing this optimization problem is the main part of this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>SLO Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Time to Offer</td>
<td>Time between receiving the RFQ and responding with an offer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Order Fulfillment Time</td>
<td>Time between receiving the order and finishing the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Process Lead Time</td>
<td>Time between initialing the process and finishing it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cost Compliance</td>
<td>Cost overrun with regard to the offer is % of the offer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Product as specified</td>
<td>Product is exactly as specified.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. Background

To give some background information about this paper, introduce the PREVENT framework, which forms the basis for the research discussed here. Generally, PREVENT is a closed-loop system [9] for self-optimizing service compositions. PREVENT is grounded on the existing SOA runtime environment VRESCO [10]. As outlined in Fig. 2, the PREVENT framework comprises of the steps “monitoring,” “analyzing,” “planning,” and “execute,” as mentioned in the vision of autonomic computing [11]. Initial version of the PREVENT framework early presented in [7].

Usually, the idea behind the PREVENT to generate runtime prediction of SLA violation is use event-based monitoring of composition data. In this paper, focus on implementing Cost-Based Optimizer part in figure 2 which have not discussed in previous papers. For every composition case, this component receives an idea of fixed SLA values from the Violation Predictor component, and determine, which adaption action should be selected. Here use the name ‘optimization time’ as to indicate the time during composition instance execution when optimization happens.

3.1 Prediction of SLOs

Generally, the PREVENT framework is to predict the SLA violation based on the fixed values of SLO by monitoring the data. Here classify 3 different types of info. The data that can be measured at optimization time can be termed as Facts. Opposite of Facts are Unknowns i.e. the data are unknown at optimization time. Data that remains middle ground between Facts and Unknowns are termed as Estimates. The Violation Predictor component uses both estimates and facts from earlier monitored service execution to train a machine learning which can be used to create a numerical estimation of the SLO values at runtime. One model trained per SLO that is to be predicted, and every model is trained from different SLO data. Obviously, historical execution of composite services are needs to assist the training. This prediction cannot be used when no historical data is available. If this is the event, apply an alternative approach, which is not data dependent, e.g., [12].

3.2 Identification of Factors of influence

As stimulus to the machine learning-based SLO Predictor approach needs to be identify the factors which influence the service composition. Often factors of influence are not clearly. Hence business analyst uses a dependency analysis to identify factors of influence.

Dependent analysis is a semi-automated process. In first step, the business analyst needs to specify an initial set of potential factors of influence. These includes both Qos metrics and domain specific metrics which needs to define manually. But QoS metrics are automatically generated. For every potential factors, a monitor is generated or defined, which specifies how this metric can be measured at running time. Second, a data set containing these potential factors to be generated by reproducing the composition in a web service test environment or by monitoring the real execution. Using this data set dependency tree is generated which contains the factors that explain SLO violations in the composition. The third step is use these factors to explain SLO violations in a composition. If the prediction model needs high training in data correlation against the measured data set. If the correlation is not sufficient the business analyst needs to identify the reason for lacking performance.
3.3. Adaptation Actions

The PREVENT adaption executor can execute a chain of different adaptation for service composition. Here distinguish three types of adaptations: First, Data manipulation action in which the composition fact is not changed instead data flow of composition instance data is changed (e.g. priority is changed to high priority). Second, Service re-binding is used to implement different service (e.g. faster shipping is used). Third, Structural adaptation in which change the logical structure instead of compositional change (e.g. skip some quality control activities). In this adaptation, remove some activities in an instance. Here can define any number of adaptation action. Each adaptation action has a non-negative, constant values. Every adaptation action can have any positive or negative impact on any fact or estimate.

IV. Related Work

To the best of my knowledge, no approaches with the accurate point of this cost-based optimization of service composition have been published as yet.

On a key level, this work is based on the belief that both composite and atomic services present approximately measurable quality (QoS). Different techniques suggested in this direction regard monitoring of TCP-level metrics using network analysis technique [15], monitoring based on client feedback [14] or event based monitoring based on event-condition-action rules [15]. Here apply the VRESCO event engine and monitoring in a way alike to approach presented in [15].

Usually, PREVENT is a system to prevent and monitor SLA violations. The run time monitoring of compositional quality is particular interest to us, because it talk about an integrated method toward monitoring based on events [21]. This is approximate similar to PREVENT but these works do not tried to explicate the cause for SLA violation, and neither try to prevent them. The MoDE4SLA approach [3] is a top-down approach for these potential factors of SLA violations. Research in a similar point, but employing data mining techniques alternatively of top-down analysis, has also been introduced in [4]. In this paper, not only try to concentrate on which parts of service composition cause SLA violation, but also actively preclude by implementing targeted adaptive actions. So, my system basically applies the prototype of self-adaptive service composition. This is associated to the area of flexible service composition, as presented in [22]. Likely self-healing process have also been presented as part of the DISC framework [23], which carries out only partial and dynamically defined process. In this paper, present the VieDAME framework, which self-directly monitors the QoS of services applied in the composition, and activate service re-selection if the QoS falls below a given threshold.

This is alike to the PREVENT approach, but our system supports a wide range of adaptation actions. Another self-adapting composition is MASC [24]. However, this paper point more on adaptation for functional reasons, while my goal is the optimization of non-functional aspects. Moreover, the MASC system also does not convey merged cost of adaptation.

The PREVENT approach focus at autonomous optimization of service compositions with respects to cost of adaptation and SLA violation [16]. Later methods attempted to improve on this concept by using more effective heuristic algorithm, e.g., HI_RELAX_IP [17], WFFlow [18] or the immune algorithm [19]. Different people approach this problem by the combination of local selection and global optimization. This method can also be regarded as a formula, because local selection does not ensure a global optimal solution [20]. In my paper, use local search combining with genetic algorithm to economically clear the QoS optimization problem. The main difference of this paper from other approach is, my goal is to reduce the costs of adaptation arising from SLA violation. Hence the optimization is solve differently.

A long-familiar approach for predicting QoS levels in composite service is QoS aggregation, i.e., the process of computing the quality of complex services based on the QoS of the applied services and aggregation function [13]. This idea of QoS aggregation has been stretched out to SLA aggregation [33] by many authors. As an option to SLA aggregation and QoS aggregation, different machine learning technique to predict the compositional QoS from runtime data [5], [6]. This method is also applied in PREVENT, as described in Section 2. The main advantage of using machine learning algorithm is that it is very comfort to incorporate non-QoS data without need to describe how this data influence the composition performance.

The core part of this paper is the belief that there usually a trade-off to consider between cost of adaptation and preventing SLA violation. Hence, a composite service provider is increasing his own gross by decreasing provider’s total costs. Mazzucco et al. [25] describe a framework for gross increasing in web services hosting using dynamic admission methods. Likely, techniques to optimize application servers in a distribute environment have been proposed in [26]. Other studies related to this topics are going with performance-security trade-off [27] or trade-off between costs of monitoring and composition of Quality of Services for service oriented application.
V. Technical Section

In this section, validate the problem of selecting the most cost-effective adaptation actions to prevent one more predicted SLA violations. Here consider an interaction of the service composition with a given client, who has a given SLA with the composition provider. Let I be the set of all possible composition instances of this client, and let S= \{s_1,s_2,\ldots,s_k\} be the set SLO set. The penalty function is associated with all the SLO’s as P= \{p_{s_1}, p_{s_2}, \ldots, p_{s_k}\}. For prevent violation number of adaptation are applied to an instance i. P(A) denotes the power set of all adaption action where A=\{a_1,a_2,\ldots,a_l\}. Selecting the best cost-effective action finding the adaptation action that minimize the total costs for the service provider. The total costs is defined as the sum of the cost of adaptation (AC) and sum of the cost of SLA violation (VC).

4.1 Branch-and-Bound

It is a deterministic algorithm for solving optimization problems. The idea behind this approach is that suboptimal solutions can be permuted or identified before they have evaluated or constructed. Here prune a partial solution in two events: 1.) if the partial solution already contain at least one clash, or 2.) if the partial solution already prevents all SLA violation.

4.2 Local Search

It is a metaheuristic algorithm. That is final answers are constructed by iteratively improving the first solution. The idea behind this algorithm is search for the neighborhood to get better solution than current one.

4.3 Momentic Algorithm

As an alternative to local search algorithm here present a momentic algorithm. It is more powerful formula to generate better solution to cost base optimization. Every following iteration of algorithm it follows 3 step pattern.1.) Selection of set of solution from population to “survive” into following generation.2.)Crossover is used to generate new solution based on the selected one of last generation. 3.) Mutation to introduce add new features to population.
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Algorithm: Bab
Let ‘p’ be the partial solution
‘i’ be next alive active index
‘a’ be the adaptation action
‘j’ be number of adaptation action
‘V’ be the target function.
Output: optimal complete solution
1. bab(p,i):
2. if (p=complete solution)
3. return p
4. if (p!=complete solution)
5. for all alive action apply ‘a’
6. set p(j)=0 //complete solution
7. return p
8.
9. While(j>0) //more adaptations available
10. Consider a[j]=0
11. solution s1=bab(p,i+1)
12. Consider a[j]=1
13. solution s2=bab(p,i-1)
14.
15. return better solution from both
16. if (y(s1)≺y(s2))
17. return s1
18. else
19. return s2

Fig. 3. Branch-and-Bound-Algorithm

Algorithm: GRASP construction
Let ‘n’ is the number of total correct solution
‘R’ is maximum size of Restricted Candidate Set
‘G’ is set of start solution.
1. for i=0 to n do
2. PS=empty partial solution
3. While violation cost(PS)>0
4. Then RCS=new RCS(PS,R)
5. If(RCS=null) break;
6. Then a=random(RCS)
7. Then PS(a=1)
8. g.add (PS)
9. endwhile
10. end for
11. return g

Fig. 4. GRASP Construction Algorithm
VI. Experimentation And Result

In the following section, numerically validate the algorithms discussed in Section 4 based on an implementation of the scenario presented in Section 2. For reasons of brevity, only summarize the experiment setup here. More details can be found in the accompanying experimentation webpage. In addition, we do not explicitly evaluate the prediction quality (i.e., the SLO Predictor component) here. The interested reader may find a numerical evaluation of the prediction in [5], as well as in [7]. In experiments, consider the case of an SLA containing up to five SLOs, similar to the previous example.

In Fig. 5, the algorithms are compared with regard to solution quality, measured as predicted total costs for the service provider and observe a quite clear ordering of algorithms in this experiment. GRASP and MA generally perform best.

VII. Conclusion And Future Work

For providers of composite web services, it is necessary to be able to minimize cases of SLA violations. One possible path to attain this is to predict at runtime, which cases are in risk of violating SLAs, and to utilize various adaptation actions to these instances only. However, it is not easy to recognize which adaptations are the most cost effective manner to prevent any violation, or if it is at all possible to prevent a violation in a cost-effective way. In this paper, modeled this problem as a one-dimensional discrete optimization problem. This paper proposed to develop an efficient method for the success of business using web composition. The service-oriented computing (SOC) paradigm uses services to support the development of rapid, low-cost, interoperable, and massively distributed applications. Services are autonomous, platform-independent entities that can be described, published, discovered, and loosely coupled in novel ways. They perform functions that range from answering simple requests to executing sophisticated business processes requiring peer-to-peer relationships among multiple layers of service consumers and providers. Any piece of code and any application component deployed on a system can be reused and transformed into a network available service.

Aggregate SLOs, which are defined across a number of instances, are out of scope. Similarly, at the instant here do not consider “permanent” adaptations, i.e., adaptations which are done for all future instances. And this work can be extended using dynamic Service Composition. That is, an issues regarding reliability of service compositions are dominantly handled at run time. This is due to the fact that service QoS parameters can change unpredictably and, thus, run time dynamic service selection is an appropriate method to make service compositions more robust to failures.
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